
ISAAC ASIMOV’S SUPER QUIZ
Take this Super Quiz to a Ph.D. Score 
1 point for each correct answer on 
the Freshman Level, 2 points on the 
Graduate Level and 3 points on the 
Ph.D. Level.

Subject: THE BODY IN THE BIBLE
(e.g., What was placed on the houses 
during the Passover? Answer: Blood.)

FRESHMAN LEVEL
1. Exodus mentions the warning “an ___ 
for an ___.”
Answer________
2. What was Peter reluctant to have 
Jesus wash?
Answer________
3. What did King Belshazzar watch as it 
wrote on a wall?
Answer________
4. The pharaoh put a gold chain around 
Joseph’s ____.
Answer________
5. Peter cut off this part of a man’s body 
in an attempt to prevent the arrest of 
Jesus.
Answer________

GRADUATE LEVEL
6. Moses saw this part of God since he 
could not bear to see him face to face.
Answer________
7. Jesus claimed to be “gentle and 
humble in ____.”
Answer________
8. Song of Solomon begins, “Let him 
kiss me with the kisses of his ____.”
Answer________
9. What body part of John the Baptist 
was presented on a platter?
Answer________

10. When they went out to bury Jezebel, 
they found only her ___, her feet and 
her hands.
Answer________

PH.D. LEVEL
11. What did Jesus place in the eyes of 
the blind man of Siloam?
Answer________
12. In Genesis it states that the serpent 
will strike this body part.
Answer________
13. What did Jesus place in the deaf 
man’s ears when healing him?
Answer________
14. What word is used in the Bible to 
describe the human posterior?
Answer________
15. Moses said, “But I am slow of 
speech and of a slow ____.”
Answer________

ANSWERS: 1. Eye. 2. His feet. 3. A 
hand (fingers). 4. Neck. 5. Ear. 6. Back. 
7. Heart. 8. Mouth. 9. Head. 10. Skull. 
11. Mud. 12. Heel. 13. His fingers. 14. 
Buttocks. 15. Tongue.

SCORING:
24 to 30 points — congratulations, 
doctor; 18 to 23 points — honors 
graduate; 13 to 17 points — you’re 
plenty smart, but no grind; 5 to 12 
points — you really should hit the books 
harder; 1 point to 4 points — enroll in 
remedial courses immediately; 0 points 
— who reads the questions to you?
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